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Parth Samthaan Family Biography Movies Wife Age
Parth was born in Mumbai but to complete his studies he was sent to a boarding school in Panchgani.
His Mother and Father name is not known as the actor likes to keep his personal life at low profile. But
he is very close to his family. His family has stood with him in his thick and thin. They made sure to
support him irrespective of the allegations made on him by many television personalities.
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Parth Samthaan Height, Weight, Age, Biography, Wiki, Wife, Family & more. Parth Samthaan is an
Indian Television Actor, Singer, Host and Model. He was born on 11 March 1991 in Pune,
Maharashtra, India. Parth Samthaan mainly works in Hindi Television Serials. He was made his TV
Screen debut with serial Gumrah: End of Innocence (2012).
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Parth Samthaan is a TV actor and hails from Mumbai wherein he was born on 11th March 1991. He is
also a singer and model apart from being an actor. He did his schooling from the famous New Era
High School in Panchgani. He did his college from Mumbai University completing his degree in
Architecture. During his college days, he started modeling and walked over a number of ramps for
different
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Parth Samthaan is an Indian television actor and former model best known for his roles of Manik
Malhotra in MTV India's Kaisi Yeh Yaariyan and as Prithvi Sanyal in Channel V's Best Friends
Forever?.
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Parth Samthaan Gumrah 2012 He played his very first role for Channel V s Gumrah in 2012 in which
he was a regular boy Siddharth, who fought with his parents, was a struggling actor and wanted to get
into the industry anyhow.
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Parth Samthaan is an Indian television actor. He is known for playing Manik Malhotra in MTV India's
Kaisi Yeh Yaariaan and Anurag Basu in Star Plus's Kasautii Zindagii Kay.
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Parth Samthaan is on Facebook. Join Facebook to connect with Parth Samthaan and others you may
know. Facebook gives people the power to share and makes Join Facebook to connect with Parth
Samthaan and others you may know.
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Parth Samthaan Biography Wiki DOB Family Profile
parth samthaan Television List: 1.Gumrah: End of Innocence (2012) 2.Best Friends Forever? (2012
2013) 3.Savdhaan India (2013) 4.MTV Webbed (2013)
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Parth Samthaan Phone Number, Whatsapp Id, Email Id, House Address. Indian Television Actor Parth
Samthaan contact address details information.
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What did Parth Samthaan do before getting into acting Quora
He made his acting debute with an episode of Channel V India s crime television series Gumrah: End
of Innocence.Samthaan also featured in Marathi short film Pradosh . His big screen debut with the
upcoming film Googly Ho Gai opposite to Shahid Kapoor s sister Sannah Kapoor. Parth was in a
relationship with Disha Patani.
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This letter might not influence you to be smarter, however the book gumrah parth samthaan%0A that our
company offer will certainly stimulate you to be smarter. Yeah, at the very least you'll understand more than
others which don't. This is what called as the quality life improvisation. Why needs to this gumrah parth
samthaan%0A It's since this is your preferred motif to check out. If you such as this gumrah parth samthaan%0A
motif about, why don't you read guide gumrah parth samthaan%0A to enrich your discussion?
gumrah parth samthaan%0A In fact, book is truly a home window to the world. Also many individuals could
not like checking out books; guides will certainly always give the precise details concerning truth, fiction,
experience, experience, politic, religious beliefs, as well as much more. We are here an internet site that offers
compilations of publications more than the book establishment. Why? We offer you lots of varieties of connect
to get the book gumrah parth samthaan%0A On is as you require this gumrah parth samthaan%0A You could
discover this publication effortlessly right here.
The here and now book gumrah parth samthaan%0A our company offer below is not type of usual book. You
understand, checking out currently does not imply to manage the printed book gumrah parth samthaan%0A in
your hand. You could get the soft data of gumrah parth samthaan%0A in your gadget. Well, we suggest that
guide that we extend is the soft file of the book gumrah parth samthaan%0A The material and all points are
same. The difference is only the types of the book gumrah parth samthaan%0A, whereas, this condition will
precisely pay.
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